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M

any shared qualities link the

Narrative of Fire,
an exhibition of wood-fired
ceramics curated by Chris Gustin and
Seth Rainville at ArtWorks! Gallery
in New Bedford, Massachusetts. A
narrow pallet of colours ranging from
various shades of ochre through rusty
reds, dirty browns to a black, comprise
most of the works included in the
exhibition. A few pieces flirted with
bright red or vivid green, but brown
tints and shades dominated the show.
A limited variety of forms was selected
as well. The vast majority of the works
were either vessels or platters. The
exhibition did not appear monolithic,
however, Gustin and Rainville
generated a good deal of variety within
the tight parameters they constructed.
Consider the human body. All bodies
are made out of the same substance,
share the same geometry and occupy
a fairly narrow spectrum of colours.
But no one would say that Beyoncé
Knowles and Shawn Bradley are
indistinguishable.
The physicality of the human body
resonates with the selection of works
included in Narrative of Fire in another
way. Three major components form the
body – bone, muscle and fat. Each has
its own unique physical characteristics
and provokes different cultural
associations. The material qualities of
bone, muscle and fat inform how we react to them
in part. Some of the ways we view the body are
more contrived than reflective. The line between
these two elements is often blurred. Sometimes it
is impossible to know where our visceral response
ends and learned reactions begin. The work included
in the exhibition can be roughly segmented around
these three materials. The emotional and intellectual
responses the pieces elicit illustrate the complexity of
how we interact with the body.
Bone is the most unique of the three building
blocks of the human body. Its materiality and
cultural associations are singular. It is the only one
that is segmented. Bone is the hardest of the three
and the only one that is viewed as dry. Culturally,
bones are macabre. This is a strange irony, as the only
parts of the body that are not eviscerated by death,
they are closely associated with death. Barry Bartlett
plays with these associations in Turtle Stump, a pile
of naturalistic images of turtles, squirrels, skulls
and foxes. Like the skeleton, the piece is made up of
many distinct segments. The artist achieves a range
of light shiny greys, waxy whites and sandy tans
artwork in
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from combining wood and soda firing. These effects
mimic those of tarnished ivory. This composition
of horror vacui reflects scrimshaw carvings. So the
work actually looks as if it is made of bone.
Bartlett takes advantage of this reference to both
bone and an antiquated craft to give his work
conceptual depth. All of Bartlett’s works have
a strong kitsch element. Kitsch are objects that
appeal to the most vacuous of human appetites.
They seduce our sentimental sides. Humans have
experiences. These experiences become memories.
These memories erode over time. Instead of having
an emotional reaction, we begin to have a conscious
reaction. Instead of feeling sad, angry or pleased; we
have the memory of feeling sad, angry or pleased.
The shell of the experience that remains is sentiment.
Objects that only appeal to the shell are kitsch. So,
in a sense, kitsch is comprised of objects and images
that purposely simulate the idea of an emotion
instead of the experience of an emotion. Bartlett

recreates this balance by
blunting and rounding the
strong linear design of his
piece Teapot with Cups. The
heavy reduction of the firing
process dulls and dirties the
black and white composition
of the piece as well. This
subdued roughness creates
pieces that invite the
viewer to use them. Arnie
Zimmerman
contributed
one of the exhibition’s most
outlandish pieces in Vase.
Like a skeleton, the piece
is comprised of disjointed
elements.
Zimmerman
compiles a conglomeration of
pierced tubes into the rough
shape of a vase in his work.
The dull matte finish left
by the woodfiring could be
described as ‘dry as a bone’.
While Bartlett, Hess and
Zimmerman
incorporate
both the structure and
surface qualities of bone in
their work, Dan Molyneux
incorporates the idea of strict
segmentations in his piece:
Cognitive Dissonance. But the
form and surface of this work

creates a vivid memento mori work
that depicts the tentative nature of the
human experience. The fact that he
does so with a piece that seems playful
at first glance, makes the final effect
more biting. A few artists incorporated
some of the materiality of bone as
part of their work. One of the more
beautiful aspects of bone is how it
combines strong linear elements with
subtle curves. Jason Hess masterfully

are far more fluid. The artist composed the piece
along a tilted S-shape. The resulting image looks
like a fanciful abstraction of the human inner ear.
In addition, the firing effects flash and dance over
the surface of the work suggesting the movement
of flame.
The paradox of the aesthetics of muscle is that
it is both hard and kinetic. While we associate
hardness with rigidity, muscle is fluid. Several of
the best pieces in Narrative of Fire tap this paradox
to arrest the viewer’s attention. This contradiction
is mirrored by several of the platter forms included
in the exhibition. Justin Lambert displayed two
exquisite platters. Lambert decorates each with two
elements; a simple slip trail pattern and the flash
that comes from the firing on his work. The artist
infuses the slip trailing with a rounded irregularity.
This provides an organic context for the work. The
flashing creates a sense of explosion from the centre
of the piece. Lambert’s juxtaposition of a structure
and movement generates a muscular energy to the
form. Josh DeWeese achieves the same balance of
calm against movement through the line work he
used to decorate Platter. Jack Troy uses just the effects
of the firing to decorate his Platter, a large shallow
bowl form. The near symmetrical flash platter looks
like a Rorschach test, where what the viewer sees
says far more about the viewer than the piece.
The last dominant component of the human
body is fat. Fat has its own fascinating aesthetic. Its
physical qualities are unique. It is the most fluid of
the building materials of human body. Fat softens
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details, makes the body rounder and less angular.
There is a paradox in how people conceptualise fat.
Proportioned correctly it is luscious, sensuous and
sexy. Taken out of proportion, it becomes repulsive.
This makes it paradoxically the most seductive and
repulsive of materials in the body.
Two artists, Christopher Gustin and Tara Wilson,
make works that reflect fat at its most beautiful.
Gustin, one of the curators of the exhibition,
provided two of the exhibition’s most sumptuous
pieces: Vessel with Neck and Bowl; the former being
a large bulbous vase. Gustin finishes the piece with
a high sheen crystalline glaze. Pairing the rounded
surface with a high gloss, the artist creates an effect
that looks as if the piece is melting as it is being
viewed. A satin textured section sits on top of the
piece. The transition from a matte to polished finish
adds to the sensuality of the work. In Bowl, the artist
takes a large bowl and slightly curves in the rim
on two sides of the piece. The glaze breaks on the
edges leaving a white bare rim. From this line the
surface pours down into a collection of translucent
brown caramel pools. The finished piece has the
same geometry and surface as an oyster shell. Both
pieces flow. Each plane twists and curves gently into
the next section of the work. All of this subtly results
in pieces that seem to be moving.
Like Gustin, Wilson relies heavily on visual

movement to entice the viewer. Wilson contributed
two baskets to the exhibition. They both read as
being derived from anatomical proportions similar
to decorative three-dimensional Arshile Gorky
pieces. In Basket, the artist flattens a basket into
an hourglass shape that leads the viewer over the
silhouette of the piece into its belly. There are four

bare spots on the belly presenting the notion that the
piece was most likely fired on its side. In the middle,
a small drip of glaze pokes off the belly. While
this addition contrasts with the overall flow of the
work, like Gustin’s work, it is subtle to the point of
inevitability. It looks as if the piece could not be what
it is without this detail.

Ashwini Bhat presented the exhibition’s most
challenging pieces in a group of five platters titled
Cambrian Explosion Series. Clay and fat have a lot of
material similarities. They are both solids that act like
liquids. As a result, both materials can be funky and
hard to deal with. Clay, like fat, has a tendency to do
things that are not appealing. It cracks, clumps and
knots up. Each platter displays all of these normally
unwanted effects. Each plate contains one or two
sweeps of flat smooth clay, framed with knots, cracks
and clumping. Bhat glazes the pieces with drips and
slashes of glaze. In a logical critical sense, the works
should be nothing more than a crescendo of chaos.
They are not, however. The artist displays a strong
eye for asymmetric balance. All of the imperfections
and randomalities congeal into almost seductively
beautiful works.
Not all of the artists create works that fit easily
into any of these three aesthetics. The three most
interesting of these artists; Seth Rainville, Maureen
Mills and Doug Casebeer, exhibited works that did
resonate with human anatomy. All three contributed
pieces whose surfaces worked like skins. There is
a subtle but substantial difference between surface
and skin. A surface is part of the object. A skin
implies a separate layer was added to the body of
the object. Both Rainville and Mills create this effect
by incorporating text into their work. Balancing this
with the effects of the woodfire process presents a
challenge. Rainville allows the kiln effects to nearly
obliterate the images and text on Seeker, EE Cummings
Ewer. One of the images on the pieces is a man holding
an umbrella. Having this image appear to be turning
into a liquid generates a good-humoured irony. The
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lightness of this pun contrasts with the bleak tone
of the work. By having the firing obscure the text,
Rainville hints to the transitory nature of human
thought. This contrasts with bleakness of having
the firing hide the words. In a sense, it is as if the
words, or at least their importance, is melting away.
Maureen Mills layers fields of text and pattern on the
sides of simple pots. The resulting aesthetic mimics
the look of notices stapled to a telephone post. The
end result is a marriage between purposeful naiveté
and the simple form. Like Mills, Casebeer uses simple
forms though his are more angular and geometric.
The feathered glaze both breaks and pools. The artist
uses the process to give a slight softness to forms that
are innately inorganic.
Gustin and Rainville construct narrow parameters
for the works selected into Narrative of Fire. Several
artists, notably Ashwini Bhat and Dan Molyneux,
test the elasticity of these parameters. What the
exhibition lacks in daring is more than made up for
in consistency. Every work included in the show
was at least well executed and refined and at best
uniquely beautiful.
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